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HOTEL LOGISTICS: KN ROOMREADY

Your Hotel Room In a Box

PEACE OF MIND, WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST

Opening the door of a luxury hotel sounds simple enough -- until
you are part of a team preparing to open it for the very first time.
Turning a building site into a new hotel or leisure complex is one
of the most demanding jobs in the business, and that’s why the
smartest hotel and hospitality chains are increasingly turning to
Kuehne + Nagel, whose renowned Hotel Logistics specialists
provide innovative supply chain solutions designed specifically
for the hospitality industry.
We understand the last-minute pressure on your OS & E
(operating supplies & equipment) needs, and are delighted to
announce the launch of KN RoomReady, a smart and innovative
solution aimed at a key OS & E pressure point – ensuring you
have everything in place to equip a room, ready for your first
guests.

YOUR HOTEL ROOM IN A BOX

KN RoomReady manages the entire process for you. After careful
consultation, Kuehne + Nagel will not only take delivery of the
numerous articles and hold them in secure KN warehouses, but
will package them into individual boxes on a room-by-room
basis. We will deliver each box to any location requested: the
hotel door, into storage, or even to individual rooms, ready for
hotel staff to unpack and place the items. We can even do this
for you by offering our optional, specialist ‘white glove’ service.

KN ROOMREADY BENEFITS INCLUDE
	Less pressure on opening teams
	Easy access to data for inventory monitoring
	Limitless customisation to ensure your boxes fit your
precise, unique needs
	Greater efficiency from picking & packing in dedicated
warehouse, away from busy hotel environment
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	Convenience of flexible delivery, even direct to room if
required, with optional white glove service
	Environmentally friendly: we collect and recycle waste if
requested
	Cost savings from reduced work for on-site staff
Specialist logistics provider means less loss and damage
knhotellogistics@kuehne-nagel.com

HOW IT WORKS

With KN RoomReady, we move beyond simple bulk-delivery of
products. We like to decribe our pioneering new product as ‘your
hotel room in a box’ because we collate and package every item
on a room-by-room basis using one ingenious, configurable
carton that scales up in size to match the needs of the room.
We start by talking to you to get a full understanding of your
requirements. This includes details of:
• Individual items and quantities
• Suppliers
• Combinations of products for each room
• Required hotel delivery dates and required location

ABOUT KUEHNE + NAGEL
	One of the world’s largest and longest-estabished
logistics providers. Founded 1890
World’s Number 1 in seafreight, 2 in airfreight
	64,000 employees in 1,000 locations across more than
100 countries
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Kuehne + Nagel then moves into action:
• The products arrive in bulk at our warehouses.
• After checking, scanning and storing, all data is logged for
you to monitor through our web-based KN Login tool.
• Storage for up to 3 months as standard.
• We pick & pack the items room by room, combining them in
custom-configured disposable trays within a single box. Our
specially designed cartons and trays will scale as needed.
• Includes fragile/valuable goods e.g. glass and electronics.
• We deliver your KN RoomReady boxes as instructed, even to
individual rooms. We can even unpack and place items.
• If required, we collect discarded packaging for recycling.

ABOUT KUEHNE + NAGEL HOTEL LOGISTICS
	Dedicated team of 100 specialist hotel logistics staff
	Headquarters in Switzerland with 5 Competence Centres
across the globe
	10+ years of experience delivering specialist hospitality
industry solutions
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